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Justin Hermes, District 5 
 
1. If elected, what will be your top three priorities as a City Councilor? 

Transforming the Citadel, Affordable Housing, and Improving Infrastructure. 
 
2. What are the critical issues for Colorado Springs Utilities in the next few years in ensuring a clean 

energy future, and in what ways can CSU foster growth and development Downtown? 

Keeping utilities affordable should be the priority.  
 
3. What are your thoughts on PlanCOS, and do you believe RetoolCOS contains the right provisions 

to achieve the goals of PlanCOS, particularly in advancing multimodal transportation and mixed-

use development? 

Yes. Retool is critical on providing more affordable housing. The fact that FBZ had such a positive 
response downtown shows that we need more flexibility with zoning.  

 
4. Small business is the backbone of our economy, and some industry sectors have been deeply 

impacted by the pandemic. For 2021 and beyond, in what ways can City Council ensure small 

business thrives in our city? 

We need to remain open and let businesses have the freedom to operate. Can’t afford to shut down 
again. 

 
5. With the effects of the pandemic and the recession projected to be long lasting, what is the role of 

the city in supporting families and individuals who face eviction and potential economic 

devastation? 

The city should be providing tax incentives and flexibility for builders and investors to create more 
affordable housing. 

 
6. What is the role of City Council in addressing systemic racism and fostering greater equity and 

inclusion? What would you change about current systems to lead to better outcomes? 

Making sure that every voice is heard and treating all humans equally. 
 
7. Identify specific initiatives you would lead or support as a City Councilor to increase the supply of 

affordable and attainable housing in the city. 

Remove red tape and offer flexibility with zoning. Tax Incentives 
 
8. 95 percent of residents surveyed say they would like more public art throughout the city, and 96 

percent say it is important for families to experience art. Last year City Council approved its first 

ever public art master plan, yet the city allocates no general fund dollars toward fostering arts and 



cultural expression in neighborhoods. What should be the role of the city in ensuring all residents 

have arts and cultural opportunities? 

I think that it should be built into the budget after the Pandemic. Art and culture are critical to have 
in our city and everyone deserves an opportunity to enjoy it. 

 
 
 


